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Internationalization and productivity of construction firms in a developing country: The 1 

effect of institutional environment and ownership on Malaysian construction firms 2 

Abstract 3 

Construction firms in developing economies have started exploring the global market. 4 

However, whether internationalization can improve their productivity growth in the long run 5 

needs to be considered. Moreover, rapid changes in institutional environments and different 6 

ownership concentrations in developing economies can contribute to different outcomes. In 7 

response, this study establishes models that examine the impact of internationalization on 8 

Total Factor Productivity (TFP), TFP’s components, and the profitability of 86 construction 9 

firms in Malaysia from 2003 to 2016 by applying the Generalized Method of Moments 10 

(GMM) estimator. The results reveal that internationalization reduced firm productivity 11 

during Malaysia’s lack of pro-market phase of 2003-2009 but became negligible during the 12 

more pro-market phase of 2010-2016. The negative impact was due to scale inefficiency. The 13 

effect of regulatory control and family ownership concentration reduced the negative impact 14 

of internationalization, while capital availability, foreign debt, price control freedom, and 15 

government ownership negatively affected the impact of internationalization on firm 16 

productivity. The study is the first to explore the impact of internationalization on TFP’s 17 

components, and contributes to the management in engineering domain by extending insights 18 

into the effect of institutional environments, institutional dimensions, and ownership 19 

concentrations on the impact of internationalization on firm productivity. 20 

21 
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Introduction 25 

There is no strict definition for internationalization in the context of the construction sector. 26 

However, internationalization can be defined as domestic construction sector exporting to 27 

overseas markets (Wang et al. 2020). In the past decade, construction firms in developing 28 

economies have been exporting their services on a larger global market scale than hitherto 29 

(Viswanathan and Jha 2020). The United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD), for instance, 30 

estimates that China, the world’s largest developing economies (commanding 46% of the total 31 

output of developing economies in 2019), is also the largest construction services exporter 32 

with a 25% global share. In the same period, the combined market share of construction firms 33 

from other developing economies was 54%, indicating that they also had started to embark 34 

more seriously on internationalization to export their construction services in foreign markets. 35 

However, research into the relationship between internationalization and firm performance in 36 

such developing economies is generally lacking. 37 

Many construction firms are exploring global business opportunities to improve their 38 

long-term performance by adding new revenue streams, whereas others adopt 39 

internationalization to counter-balance economic downturns and diversify their risks (Ye et al. 40 

2018). Nevertheless, internationalization in overseas markets is considered a significant 41 

challenge to managers because it needs managerial coordination and adjustments to different 42 

markets (Wang et al. 2020) and the commitment of large investments and resources for 43 

market entry (Viswanathan and Jha 2020). Furthermore, understanding the impact of 44 

internationalization on construction firm performance is not straightforward because the 45 

influence of the external environment and internal mechanisms embedded in the firm can also 46 

have a significant influence. 47 

The impact of internationalization on firm performance has not yet been considered in 48 

the context of the dynamic change in the home country’s institutional environments. 49 
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Institutional environments are the codified rules of the game which incentivize the game 50 

played by economic actors, thus affecting economic performance (North 2005). In this case, 51 

the change in institutional environments could be a crucial moderating effect changing 52 

strategy effectiveness. For example, many developing economies have sought more pro-53 

market policies to improve their economy. However, whether the sought-after changes could 54 

facilitate/impede internationalization-firm performance has never been studied in detail. 55 

Acemoglu et al. (2005), for instance, argue that changes in institutional environments are 56 

important for long-run economic growth: in this case, that a positive change in institutional 57 

environments can increase economic activities supported by an array of such pro-market 58 

policies as improving the availability of capital and regulatory control can provide incentives 59 

to firms (managers) to improve productivity (Acemoglu and Dell 2010; North 2005). 60 

Typically, new policies that are more pro-market are often introduced after an economic 61 

crisis, which often improves institutional environments (Bakir and Gunduz 2017). In this 62 

case, the period of pro-market policy initiation separates the different phases of institutional 63 

environments that need to be considered (Ramaswamy et al. 2017). Therefore, it is important 64 

to understand the impact of internationalization on firm performance in different institutional 65 

phases.  66 

The effect of changes in institutional environments is also unclear, without knowing 67 

which types of institutional dimension (TID) in the home country could alter the effect on 68 

internationalization-firm performance. This is because institutional environments themselves 69 

can be divided into three main types of institutions: economic, regulatory, and political 70 

(Acemoglu et al. 2005; North 2005). Each of these may complement or have the opposite 71 

effect on internationalization-firm performance – features that not yet been studied in detail in 72 

the engineering management field. Although several studies indicate the effectiveness of 73 

procurement in China, and research and development (R&D) in Singapore’s construction 74 
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industry, could be influenced by improvement in institutional environments (Na et al. 2007; 75 

Zhang et al. 2015), knowledge of its impact on internationalization-firm performance is 76 

limited. Therefore, in contrast with previous work, this study uncovers the interaction effect 77 

of each TID in detail. 78 

Different types of ownership can decide the outcome of internationalization-firm 79 

performance as well because one type of ownership can be more effective than others. In 80 

many developing economies, various ownership types have emerged for political-economy 81 

reasons (Witt and Redding 2013). At the micro-level, the construction market can be 82 

controlled by private firms (usually by family owners) or those that are government-owned. In 83 

most developing economies, firms are rarely dispersed in ownership, but ownership 84 

concentration changes over time, with both ownerships formally being profit-oriented and 85 

listed on the stock exchange. Informally, however, a variety of de facto informal norms can 86 

emerge (Van Essen et al. 2012). In this case, each type of firm ownership can be 87 

institutionalized by unique incentive structures that could affect managerial effectiveness. 88 

However, a government-owned enterprise might be driven by non-market “influence rent” – 89 

rents earned by a firm because the ‘rules of the game’ are designed to suit them, which is 90 

unique compared to market-seeking “efficiency rent” and “innovation rent” (Ahuja and 91 

Yayavaram 2011). Therefore, how much the type of ownership concentrations (TOC) affects 92 

the relationship between internationalization and firm performance is unclear and requires 93 

further attention.  94 

Malaysia is a developing economy located in Southeast Asia. The country serves as a 95 

suitable case study because Malaysian construction firms started to embark on 96 

internationalization more seriously in the early 2000s. Since then, many still dispute whether 97 

pursuing internationalization is a worthwhile strategy (Abdul‐Aziz and Wong 2011). The data 98 

from 2000 to 2016 indicates that 826 international projects were awarded to Malaysian 99 
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construction firms with a total value of USD 32.40 billion (CIDB 2016a). The country’s 100 

Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) has also subsequently provided more 101 

serious support, especially in terms of financing and bilateral agreements, to secure more 102 

overseas projects (CIDB 2016b). Policymakers believe that internationalization would bring 103 

about higher profitability and continuous improvement in firm productivity. They believe that 104 

entering foreign markets could reduce competition in the domestic market, in which the share 105 

of foreign construction firms increased by 10% from 2010 to 2017 (CIDB 2017). Also, the 106 

renewal of the state-backed policy was intended to increase the number of international 107 

projects, which has been declining since 2007 (CIDB 2016b). Since 2009, more pro-market 108 

policies (such as the liberalization of financial institutions, investment requirements, and 109 

subsidy rationalization) have been initiated for the economy to recover from the slump of the 110 

2007-2008 Global Financial Crisis (Bank Negara 2009; Bank Negara 2011; New Economic 111 

Advisory Council 2010; North 2005; Sufian and Habibullah 2010). In general, more market-112 

oriented policies improve institutional environments (Bakir and Gunduz 2017). However, it is 113 

still unclear whether the impact of internationalization on firm performance can be different 114 

during the pre-transition phase (before 2010) and the post-transition phase (after 2010). Also, 115 

in terms of ownership, construction firms in Malaysia can be controlled by private (usually 116 

family owners) or government ownership which may affect the strategy effectiveness.  117 

In response, this study offers an explanatory model that shows the interaction effects 118 

between TID and the TOC’s that affect firm performance: the main objective being to 119 

evaluate the impact of internationalization on firm performance during different institutional 120 

environments phases. In addition, the moderating effects of TID on internationalization-firm 121 

performance are evaluated, together with the moderating effects of TOC on the relationship 122 

between internationalization and firm performance. 123 
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Literature Review 124 

Background and theory of internationalization-firm performance 125 

Recent developments in construction markets worldwide indicate that construction firms from 126 

developing economies have been exploring international markets more aggressively  – in this 127 

case, operating in overseas markets beyond their borders. It is well known that several China 128 

construction firms have become established in overseas markets (Wang et al. 2020) and, as 129 

UNSD (2019) indicates, construction firms from other developing economies are starting to 130 

embark on internationalization more seriously. This trend has been increasing rapidly over the 131 

years because of increasing globalization, trade liberalization, and rapid growth in 132 

infrastructure work worldwide, which have provided considerable opportunities for 133 

construction firms from Brazil, India, Malaysia, Mexico, Russia, and Turkey (Viswanathan 134 

and Jha 2020). Except for China, however, developing economies still have very limited 135 

knowledge of how internationalization can bring about desired firm performance outcomes. 136 

The measures of internationalization and performance, and stage of development 137 

associated with the home and host country, may affect the analysis of internationalization-138 

firm performance, which often makes it difficult for managers and policymakers to predict the 139 

effects involved (Yan et al. 2018). Nevertheless, in general, management theory and meta-140 

analysis support the view that a moderate level of internationalization (LOI) can positively 141 

affect firm performance, i.e., an inverted U-shaped relationship is expected (Marano et al. 142 

2016). If firm size matters, a horizontal S-shaped is expected (Benito-Osorio et al. 2016). 143 

However, such results appear to be uncertain in the engineering management literature, where 144 

the generalization of LOI on firm performance is still unresolved (Jang et al. 2019; Wang et 145 

al. 2020). 146 

 147 

Internationalization and construction firm performance 148 
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The general rules in mainstream management may not be easily applicable in the construction 149 

industry, making their outcomes very difficult to predict and not necessarily suitable to 150 

construction firms in developing economies as a whole. Also, the relationship between 151 

internationalization-firm performance is not straightforward because they can be both linear 152 

and non-linear (Marano et al. 2016). Jang et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2020), for example, 153 

model the impact of LOI on the firm performance of Engineering News-Record (ENR) listed 154 

firms, Wang et al. included only Chinese construction firms − finding a U-shaped relationship 155 

to be applicable. Therefore, a moderate LOI tends to have an initial negative impact on 156 

financial and market performance. Jang et al. (2019) found a positive impact of LOI on profits 157 

and a negative impact on revenue but a U-shaped impact on market share. However, Wang et 158 

al. (2020) found that LOI’s U-shaped impact on financial performance was common for 159 

China’s construction firms. Using dichotomous indicator variable for LOI, Horta et al. (2016) 160 

found the internationalization to have a positive linear impact on composite financial 161 

performance for Spain’s construction firms but negligible for their Portuguese counterparts. In 162 

South Korea, Lee et al. (2016b) found a higher LOI poses high risks for large construction 163 

firms, as the strategy decreases the firms’ liquidity and increases the firms’ debt.  164 

Ye et al. (2018) study of the construction firms listed on ENR also revealed that those 165 

with the highest revenue exported their services abroad and also provided a broad range of 166 

products within the industry compared to those with less revenue, while Sung et al. (2017) 167 

found that construction firms operating abroad with a high specialization level and small size 168 

were endowed with a high-profit margin. In another case, the ENR top firms’ evolution path 169 

in terms of revenue started with internationalization from specialized domestic construction 170 

firms to multi-products international construction firms or started as multi-products domestic 171 

construction firms to specialized international firms. Surprisingly, those who were dropped 172 

from the list are the ones with lower LOI and risk-averse construction firms (Han et al. 2010). 173 
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This brings to attention that exploring new product offerings and moderate risk-taking in 174 

overseas markets is necessary for becoming a top-performing construction firm. It was 175 

confirmed again that multi-product offering continues to give construction firms an edge over 176 

their competitors (Jang et al. 2019).  177 

 178 

Moderation effect on internationalization-firm performance 179 

The effect of internationalization-firm performance is complicated by the possible moderation 180 

of internal and external factors. Jang et al. (2019) found that PD has a moderate positive 181 

impact on internationalization-revenue and market share, while industry diversification 182 

positively impacts internationalization-market share. In another case, Wang et al. (2020) 183 

found that PD positively impacts LOI-financial performance and also point out the 184 

importance of domestic market risks as moderators − in this case, economic risks and social 185 

risks proxied by the inflation rate and unemployment levels, respectively, positively affecting 186 

financial risks proxied by exchange rates and negatively affecting LOI-financial performance. 187 

However, the engineering management literature does not establish how home-country 188 

institutional environments and their TID could be the crucial factors affecting 189 

internationalization-firm performance. This is because more pro-market policies can catalyze 190 

shifts in institutional environments, which can impact the effectiveness of internationalization. 191 

Institutional environments are separated into three TID. Economic institutions promote the 192 

accessibility of factors, products, and intermediary markets, while regulatory institutions 193 

regulate the market by protecting property rights and arm’s-length transactions. Lastly, 194 

political institutions determine the country’s distribution of powers (Acemoglu et al. 2005; 195 

Holmes et al. 2013). 196 

Also, previous studies have limited knowledge concerning how different TOC could 197 

influence the relationship between LOI and firm performance. This is important because, in 198 
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many Asian developing economies, the ‘state hand’ is visible where industrial policy targets a 199 

specific sector for further development, while this may not be visible elsewhere, especially in 200 

liberal market economies. In the present case, firms in the construction industry can be owned 201 

by private owners or government-owned firms (Witt and Redding 2013).  202 

Research method 203 

This section presents the data collection, Generalized Method of Moment estimator, 204 

measurement of internationalization, institutional dimensions, ownership concentration, TFP, 205 

TFP components, profitability, proposed hypotheses, and estimation models used for this 206 

study.  207 

 208 

Data collection 209 

Construction firm’s data were collected from the Annual Reports of Malaysian construction 210 

firms listed on the Malaysia Stock Exchange published between 2003 and 2016. The periods 211 

are within the needed period: 2003-2009 (pre-transition phase) and 2010-2016 (post-transition 212 

phase). 86 civil engineering firms and construction contracting firms were selected, 213 

comprising a sample of large firms that can undertake construction projects of more than 214 

Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) 10 million (1 USD=4.05 MYR on 19 January 2021), based on the 215 

S&P Dow Jones’ Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) classification: Sector 216 

(Industrials:20) → Industry Group (Capital Goods:2010) → Industry (Construction & 217 

Engineering:201030) → Sub-Industry (Construction & Engineering:20103010). All the 218 

financial data were screened for irregularities. Only data collection for TID measurement 219 

requires a different data type (refer to measuring institutional dimension). 220 

 221 

Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) 222 
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Endogeneity can cause a problem when modeling factors that affect firm performance 223 

(Holmes et al. 2018). Firstly, internationalization and type of ownership concentrations could 224 

be endogenous processes. Secondly, a suitable estimator is needed that can mitigate dynamic 225 

endogeneity caused by the inclusion of lagged dependent variables (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1). Therefore, when 226 

endogeneity is presented, instrumental variable techniques are required because Ordinary 227 

Least Squares (OLS) is incapable of mitigating both endogenous and dynamic endogeneity. 228 

There are several instrumental variable techniques available such as two-stage least squares 229 

regression (2SLS), Least Squares Dummy Variable (LSDV), and Generalized Method of 230 

Moments (GMM). However, 2SLS is unsuitable for mitigating dynamic endogeneity, and it is 231 

difficult to find instruments for the first stage while LSDV estimator can only mitigate 232 

dynamic endogeneity (Bruno 2005).  233 

GMM is therefore chosen because it can mitigate both conditions. Using an unsuitable 234 

estimator may result in a biased slope coefficient and inefficient test statistic. GMM uses 235 

internal instruments of lagged variables within the datasets, which helps avoid difficulties in 236 

finding valid external instruments. When modeling, the level equation and difference 237 

specification are as eq.1 and eq.2. In this example, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 represents exogenous variables, 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  238 

represents endogenous explanatory variables, and 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  is predetermined variables of the 239 

model.  240 

The Method of Moments (MM) concept can be generalized as a population moment 241 

condition where the number of moment conditions is equal to the parameters to be estimated 242 

(if q = p), as in (eq. 3), In most cases, q>p (over-identification − more moments conditions 243 

than the parameter), and the GMM estimator minimizes 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁(𝜃𝜃), the weighted sum of squares 244 

of covariances between instruments and residuals (Hansen 1982). Here, a more efficient two-245 

step GMM estimator of 𝜃𝜃 based on 𝐸𝐸[𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝜃𝜃)] = 0 is defined to be in equation 4.  246 
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Here in eq.5, to use lagged internal instruments, GMM assumes sequential exogeneity, 247 

which means that the errors may be correlated with contemporaneous and future values but 248 

uncorrelated with past values. In this study, the System GMM proposed by Blundell and Bond 249 

(1998) is used, which augments both the difference (eq. 1) and a level equation (eq. 2) in 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 to 250 

yield more consistent and efficient estimates in equation (6) where 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁(𝜃𝜃) ≈ 0. The first 251 

difference equation removes the unobserved firm-specific fixed effect (Roodman 2009a). 252 

Here, in equation 6, internal instruments are contemporaneous values of 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 while the lagged 253 

values of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are good predictors of 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. Therefore, for 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, an exogenous variable, no 254 

lag is required. For 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, endogenous variables [e.g., PD, LOI, family-owned concentration 255 

(FOC), and government-linked companies’ concentration (GLCC)], lags of two or more are 256 

needed (𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−2 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚). For 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, predetermined variable, lags of one or more are needed. A 257 

GMM is required, as using 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 as instruments may result in an over-identified 258 

equation. Employing multivariable calculus and direct substitution, the expression in equation 259 

(6) can be rearranged to get the value of each �̂�𝛽 slope parameters. In this study, orthogonal 260 

deviations with gap adjustment are used to maximize the number of samples with unbalanced 261 

panel data (if any). The application of System GMM can be referred to in Roodman (2009a). 262 

 263 

Measuring the level of internationalization 264 

The focus is on the overseas market revenues gained by construction firms. Therefore, excess 265 

Foreign Sales to Total Sales (FSTS) is applied based on equations 7, 8, and 9 (Gaur and 266 

Delios 2015). 267 

 268 

Measuring institutional dimensions  269 

Based on Holmes et al. (2013), TID can be estimated from several different indices such as 270 

those of the International Country Risk Guide (ICRG), Index of Economic Freedom, and 271 

World Bank. This large number of indices can be the proxies of different TID. However, the 272 

proxies of the institutions could be interrelated (Voigt 2013). Therefore, principal components 273 

analysis (PCA) is used to reduce several indices measures into a set of representative 274 
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uncorrelated principal components (Garrido et al. 2014). This study uses a varimax 275 

orthogonal rotation with Kaiser Normalization, which does not allow factors to be correlated. 276 

It is more suitable for a study in a country (Holmes et al. 2013). Therefore, the standardized 277 

predicted value of PCA will be used as TID (refer to Estimated changes in TID) 278 

 279 

Measuring ownership concentration  280 

The TOC in construction firms by the highest proportion is used to measure ownership 281 

concentration. Normally, the largest shareholder should own 5% or more shares to be 282 

considered as a firm’s ultimate owner who has control over the firm (Peng and Jiang 2010). 283 

There are two types: the family-owned concentration (FOC) and the government-linked 284 

companies’ concentration (GLCC). The ownership is measured by concentration (controlling 285 

owner percentage) because the dichotomous variable does not reflect the changes of 286 

concentration over time which might reduce the prediction of the effect.  287 

 288 

Measuring Total Factor Productivity and its efficiency components 289 

A higher Total Factor Productivity (TFP) level translates to higher economic growth, a better 290 

standard of living, and sustainable profits (Weil 2013). TFP measures total outputs over the 291 

total inputs of labor, materials, and fixed capital. In this study, the Färe-Primont Productivity 292 

Index (F-PI) is utilized as an aggregator index to aggregate quantity outputs and quantity 293 

inputs as it satisfies such essential axioms from index number theory as the identity axiom, 294 

transitivity test, and multiplicative completion (O’Donnell 2012). However, many 295 

productivity indices do not fulfill these axioms. The F-PI passes all stated tests, making it 296 

more useful for many periods (longitudinally) and different firms (multilaterally). The identity 297 

axiom, 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) = 1, means the value should be unity if two firms produce the same outputs 298 

using the same inputs. The transitivity test, 𝑋𝑋ℎ𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑋𝑋ℎ𝑠𝑠,𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑋𝑋𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, means the index that 299 
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compares the inputs of a comparison firm/period with the inputs of a base firm/period is 300 

identical to the index number computed when the comparison is made through an 301 

intermediate firm/period. ‘Multiplicatively complete’ means the TFP comparison between 302 

firm i in period t and firm h in period s is consistent, even with changes in production 303 

technology. A productivity index, which can be expressed in terms of aggregate quantities 304 

(eq.10 and eq.13) or aggregate outputs index divided by aggregate inputs index, is said to be 305 

multiplicatively complete (O’Donnell 2012). The properties of F-PI enable the TFP to be 306 

decomposed into several efficiency components in equations (14-80). This is important 307 

because different efficiency components mean different interpretations of how well resources 308 

are being used. Table 1 indicates 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 can be separated multiplicatively into different 309 

efficiency components.  310 

F-PI is constructed using output and input distance functions as aggregator functions 311 

(O’Donnell 2012). Data envelopment analysis (DEA) can be used to estimate the distance 312 

functions’ unknown parameters (eq.11 and eq.12) in the aggregate quantities framework 313 

(Refer Fig. 7). Unlike stochastic frontier analysis (SFA), DEA does not differentiate between 314 

randomness (statistical noise) and inefficiency (O’Donnell 2014), and any deviation from the 315 

frontier is considered inefficient. The results can be subjected to the sensitivity of outliers and 316 

are upwardly biased with small samples. However, it only requires weak assumptions 317 

concerning functional form, no assumptions concerning error terms, and market competition 318 

(O’Donnell and Nguyen 2011).  319 

It is assumed that both input and output orientations are suitable. Therefore, the 320 

geometric mean is applied to the computation of both orientations (Dakpo et al. 2019). Three 321 

inputs and two outputs are used to measure TFP and its efficiency components. These are 322 

employee costs (x1), material costs (x2), and fixed assets (x3). The revenue is separated into 323 
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primary operating segment revenue (q1) and secondary operating segment revenue (q2). 324 

Before computing TFP, outputs and inputs are deflated to a common base year. 325 

 326 

Measuring profitability  327 

The direct use of firms’ Return on Assets (ROA) is less sensitive for measurement purposes 328 

because each affiliate/segment's different performance is not considered. Therefore, the 329 

method applied by Ramaswamy et al. (2017) is followed, which uses Excess ROA (EROA) in 330 

equations 19-21.  331 

 332 

Proposed hypotheses and estimation models.  333 

Based on the literature review, LOI can affect firm performance. However, it is argued that 334 

the strategy's effectiveness also depends on the home country’s institutional environments. In 335 

this case, an improvement in institutional environments during the post-transition phase can 336 

be associated with improvements in TID and could alter the strategy’s effectiveness. Also, 337 

TOC can exert such informal norms as a unique incentive structure that can complement or 338 

contradict the firm’s formal objective to maximize firm performance. Therefore, each TID 339 

and TOC can be the moderators of the strategy’s impact on firm performance. By considering 340 

the literature, three hypotheses are proposed: 341 

H1. The impact of LOI on firm performance depends on different phases of the 342 

institutional environments. 343 

H2. The impact of LOI on firm performance depends on different TID. 344 

H3. The impact LOI on firm performance depends on different TOC. 345 

Kim et al. (2010) approach is followed to analyze the difference between two phases of 346 

institutional environments that may result in a different impact of internationalization on 347 

performance. First, eq. 22 analyzes a full sample of the studied period (2003-2016) and then 348 
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the full sample of longitudinal data divided into the pre-transition and post-transition phases 349 

of 2003-2009 and 2010-2016, respectively. To test H1, eq. 22 models the main effect on firm 350 

performance. Meanwhile, to test H2 and H3, Eqs 23 and 24 models TID and TOC’s 351 

moderating effect, respectively, using the study’s full sample (2003-2016). When modeling, it 352 

is also necessary to control such time-variant effects due to economic environments 353 

(controlled by year dummies). It is because the economy fluctuates at a different level each 354 

year. Also, there is a need to control firm-specific characteristics because different firms 355 

might have a different level of past performance, size of outputs, years of establishment, level 356 

of finance, product outputs, use of fixed capital, strategic maneuvers such as product 357 

diversification (Table 2).   358 

Results 359 

This section provides the statistical results of the proposed estimation models, robustness 360 

tests, and checks. 361 

  362 

Impact of internationalization on firm performance (2003-2016)  363 

Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of the variables in the models. Fig. 1 shows the LOI 364 

trend and models A1 and A2 show the impact of LOI during the whole institutional 365 

environments’ phases from 2003 to 2016 (Table 4), indicating that both LOI squared-TFP 366 

(β=-0.398, p<0.10) and LOI squared-EROA (β=-0.504, p<0.05) are significant and negatively 367 

influence both TFP and profitability. The R-squared value presented in Table 4 is based on 368 

the post-estimation of GMM’s predicted value. The concept of R2 can be best described for 369 

ordinary least squares (OLS). Since OLS is minimizing the sum of the squared residuals to 370 

find the value of unknown parameters that involves the value of observed (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) and predictor 371 

(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖), OLS must satisfy the Gauss-Markov theorem: that is the error term 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 should not be 372 
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correlated with any predictors 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. However, this assumption does not hold if the model 373 

involves lagged instruments (𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) such as GMM. Therefore, in GMM, the inclusion of lagged 374 

instruments in equation (6) and assumption of sequential exogeneity (eq. 5) requires a 375 

different validation approach. In this case, the GMM model validity can be best described by 376 

Hansen’s J statistics, which determine, amongst others, whether lagged instruments are valid 377 

(Roodman 2009a). In this case, Hansen’s J p-values for both Hansen’s test of over-378 

identification (HTO) and Hansen’s test of exogeneity (HTE) should be more than 0.05 (see 379 

the Robustness tests section for further explanation).  380 

(Insert Fig. 1) 381 

Impact of internationalization on firm performance during different phases of institutional 382 

environments  383 

Models B1 and B2 show that during the pretransition phase, both LOI3-TFP (β = 1.377, p < 384 

0.05) and LOI3-EROA (β = −4.452, p < 0.01) are highly significant and negatively affect both 385 

TFP and profitability (Table 4). In a separate analysis, the negative effect on TFP is likely 386 

caused by residual scale efficiency (RSE)’s negative impact (β = -1.939, p<0.05). Models C1 387 

and C2 show that during the post-transition phase, the impact of LOI is not significant. Fig. 2 388 

(a) and (b) show the decreasing returns of firm performance when LOI increases. Here, H1 389 

holds because the effect of LOI is affected by different phases of institutional environments.  390 

(Insert Fig. 2) 391 

Estimated changes in type of institutional dimension (TID) 392 

This section examines the estimated change in TID between 2003 and 2016. The PCA reveals 393 

six components with an eigenvalue greater than unity, and the scree plot indicates it is 394 

possible to reduce six components to four or five components. Therefore, four components 395 

are retained  396 
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 Table 4 shows that each retained component has a variance range of 2.478 to 10.074. 397 

The total variance explained is 83%, with components 1 to 4 explaining 36%, 24%, 14%, and 398 

9%, respectively. A component loading greater than ±0.30 is considered high (Tabachnick 399 

and Fidell 2014). Fig. 3 shows TID based on the principal component score’s standardized 400 

predicted value. 401 

All the components are marked according to their loading significance based on the 402 

PCA data. Component 1 (capital investment, money supply, GDP, executive constraint, and 403 

political constraint) reflects the level of capital availability (LCA); component 2 (property 404 

rights, business freedom, financial freedom, and investment freedom) reflects the level of 405 

regulatory control (LRC); component 3 (foreign debt, exchange rate, and unemployment) 406 

reflects the level of foreign debt (LFD); and component 4 (monetary freedom, changes in 407 

wages, inflation, and stock traded) reflects the level of price control freedom (LPCF). 408 

Therefore, LCA and LRC play a more prominent role in Malaysia’s TID variations, which are 409 

positively related to capital investment, money supply, property rights, and regulatory market 410 

compliance (Acemoglu et al. 2005). On the other hand, LFD is a significant investment 411 

source in the construction industry (Acemoglu and Dell 2010; Ansar et al. 2016). As a 412 

dimension of the regulatory institution, LPCF is strongly linked to monetary freedom due to 413 

the government reducing such interventions as price control that distort economic activity 414 

(The Heritage Foundation 2017). Fig. 4 shows the typology of the institutional dimension 415 

based on the principal component score. 416 

(Insert Fig. 3) 417 

(Insert Fig. 4) 418 

Effect of type of institutional dimensions (TID) on internationalization-firm performance 419 
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Model D1 shows that the effect of LCA on LOI (β=-0.084, p<0.01) has a highly 420 

significant impact on TFP (Table 4). In a separate analysis, LCA’s effect on LOI has caused a 421 

negative impact on mix efficiency (ME) (β=-0.157, p<0.05). Model D2 shows that the effect 422 

of LCA cubic on LOI squared (β=0.007, p<0.10) is weakly significant on EROA, but the 423 

robustness check indicates that D2 is not robust (see robustness check). Model E1 shows that 424 

the effect of LFD squared on LOI (β=-0.011, p<0.05) has a significant impact on TFP. In a 425 

separate analysis, the effect of LFD on LOI is shown to cause a negative impact on ME (β=-426 

0.028, p<0.05).  427 

Model F1 indicates that LRC cubic’s effect on LOI (β=-0.011, p<0.05) significantly 428 

impacts TFP. A separate analysis shows that the effect of LRC cubic on LOI causes a 429 

negative impact on technical-scale-mix efficiency (TSME) (β=-0.016, p<0.05). Model F2 430 

shows that the LRC cubic’s effect on LOI squared (β=0.033, p<0.10) is weakly significant on 431 

EROA. The predictive margins in Fig. 5 (a) indicate a high LRC gives a high level of impact 432 

but at a decreasing level when the level of LOI increases, while Fig. 5 (b) shows that a high 433 

LRC has a positive impact on EROA. Model G1 shows that the effect of LPCF squared on 434 

LOI cubic (β=-0.265, p<0.05) has a significant impact on TFP. The predictive margins show 435 

that a high LPCF reduces the impact on TFP. A separate analysis shows that the effect of 436 

LPCF on LOI causes a negative impact on TSME (β=-0.408, p<0.05). H2 therefore holds 437 

because the effect of LOI on firm performance is affected by different TID. 438 

(Insert Fig. 5) 439 

Effect of type of concentrations (TOC) on internationalization-firm performance 440 

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) show the trend of FOC and GLCC. Model H1 shows a weakly significant 441 

FOC effect (β=-1.161, p<0.10) on LOI-TFP. However, Model H2 shows that the effect of 442 

FOC on LOI-EROA is not significant. A separate analysis shows the positive impact of FOC 443 
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on LOI-TFP is caused by ME’s improvement (β=0.552, p<0.01). Model I1 shows a weakly 444 

significant but negative effect of GLCC (β=-2.145, p<0.10) on LOI-TFP. However, Model I1 445 

shows that the effect of GLCC on LOI-EROA is not significant. A separate analysis also 446 

shows that the negative impact of GLCC on LOI-TFP is because of the decline in RSE (β=-447 

3.538, p<0.10). Fig. 5 (c) shows a high level of FOC, improving TFP when firms increase 448 

their LOI, while Fig. 5 (d) shows the increase in GLCC, decreasing the TFP when firms 449 

increase their LOI. H3, therefore, holds because the effect of LOI on firm performance is 450 

affected by different TOC. 451 

(Insert Fig. 6) 452 

Robustness tests  453 

Based on the tests described below, all models are found valid. First, Arellano-Bond Test is 454 

used for Autocorrelation of second or third-order AR (2) and AR (3) in differenced equations. 455 

It tests whether the error terms two and three periods apart are uncorrelated, 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1, 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−2) 456 

= 0 and 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−2, 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−3) = 0. In this case, the null hypothesis, H0: the error term is not 457 

serially correlated at the second-order AR (2) and the third-order AR (3). A rejection means 458 

that the second or third lags of instrument variables are not appropriate GMM instruments for 459 

their current values. 460 

Secondly, unlike Ordinary Least Squares, GMM uses lagged instruments in the model. 461 

Therefore, R2 is not the best indicator to examine the validity of the model. In this case, this 462 

study conducted the Hansen test of over-identification restriction (Hansen’s J statistics). A 463 

rejection (p<0.05) suggests that the instruments proposed do not fulfill the required 464 

orthogonality conditions, which means the model is not valid. Probably, instruments are not 465 

truly exogenous, or they are excluded from the model (Baum 2006; Roodman 2009b). The 466 

test is divided into two categories, 467 
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i. Hansen's test of over-identification (HTO) which indicates that the validity of 468 

the model specification is based on the orthogonality condition (are exogenous). 469 

In this case, the null hypothesis, H0: the instruments used as a group are 470 

exogenous. A rejection suggests that the overall instruments proposed do not 471 

satisfy the orthogonality conditions. 472 

ii. Hansen’s test of exogeneity (HTE) indicates that the validity of GMM 473 

instruments of the level equations based on the orthogonality condition are 474 

exogenous- GMM instrument for levels (Hansen test excluding group). In this 475 

case, the null hypothesis, H0: the instruments used for the level equations are 476 

exogenous. A rejection suggests that the level instruments proposed do not 477 

satisfy the orthogonality conditions. 478 

 479 

Robustness checks 480 

This study also performs robustness checks to ensure that the results hold when the alternative 481 

explanatory variable and controlled variable are included in a separate analysis. Models of 482 

robustness checks using an alternative measure of LOI (dummy equal to one if 483 

internationalization is more than the sample mean or else equal to zero) and firm size (total 484 

assets) suggest that, except for Model D2, all the results are qualitatively identical to the 485 

original models. These are available on request. 486 

Discussion 487 

Increasing LOI decreases both profitability and productivity during the pre-transition phase 488 

based on a curvilinear (non-linear) relationship. However, the effect is negligible during the 489 

post-transition phase, which can be influenced by improving LRC and FOC. Similar to this 490 

study, Lee et al. (2016a) found that LOI in South Korea undermines construction firms’ 491 
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performance in terms of financial viability, decreases the current ratio, and increases the debt 492 

ratio. However, Spanish construction firms’ results contrast with this in showing the impact of 493 

LOI on composite financial performance to be positive (Horta et al. 2016). The result is also 494 

different compared to Jang et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2020) multinational and Chinese 495 

construction firms, where it was found that the U-shaped impact of LOI on financial 496 

performance is typical of ENR listed construction firms. However, if compared to other 497 

studies, the present study highlights that the impact of LOI on firm performance could be 498 

negligible because of the home country’s enhanced institutional environments during the 499 

post-transition phase. Improving regulatory control and increasing FOC levels reduces the 500 

negative impact through better regulatory monitoring of firm governance and entrepreneurial 501 

traits, respectively. Thus, the negative impact of LOI on firm performance becomes 502 

negligible. 503 

During the pretransition phase, an increase in LOI decreased TFP and profits for 504 

Malaysian construction firms. Scale inefficiency is the likely cause. Lee et al. (2016a) 505 

speculate that LOI undermines South Korean firms’ financial viability because they only 506 

consider foreign markets when home markets soften, and internationalization is done hastily. 507 

In this case, a suitable study on feasibility and risks may often be unavailable (Jha and 508 

Devaya 2008). It is speculated that established multinational construction firms have 509 

developed the learning capability to understand the host country’s regulative, normative, and 510 

cognitive norms that embody industry context and social arrangements (Chao and Kumar 511 

2010). This is crucial because host country knowledge is context-specific, including formal 512 

local law, contractual, financial, and people’s informal underlying cultural beliefs and 513 

practices (Jha and Devaya 2008), and suggests that Malaysian construction firms neglected to 514 

understand the local context in detail. Thus, they have difficulties in identifying the optimal 515 

resources needed for LOI activities, resulting in scale inefficiency. Consequently, LOI 516 
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requires special long-term planning and knowledge, and employing individuals with specific 517 

knowledge of the host country could improve firm capability. In this case, the entrepreneurs’ 518 

intuition alone is insufficient for foreign markets (Abdul‐Aziz and Wong 2010). 519 

The present study also found that the moderating effect of medium to high LCA and 520 

LFD decreases TFP and profitability. During good times, managers would encounter 521 

problems if they chose to increase LOI because they need to change the mix ratios of 522 

resources and revenues for both international and domestic operations at the same, resulting in 523 

mix inefficiency in inputs or outputs. The improvement in LCA and LFD is associated with 524 

more product markets (jobs) in the home country because of low-interest rates and better 525 

access to finance. It is known that large construction firms tend to look for foreign projects 526 

when domestic markets are slowing down (Sung et al. 2017). The ME and RSE are typically 527 

changing in response to minimum wages, interest rates, taxes and/or subsidies policy as it 528 

changes how construction firms’ managers adjust input and output ratios (O'Donnell 2018). 529 

For example, diversification in property development in the domestic market can create better 530 

outcomes than internationalization when interest rates are low. In a foreign market, the 531 

finance cost is high, especially in developing economies, where most Malaysian construction 532 

firms operate (Ayyagari et al. 2012). In previous studies, the decision-making process over 533 

whether to embark on LOI is generally focused on entrepreneurship factors of the managers, 534 

niche factors of the firms, and modeling risk factors in the host country (Abdul‐Aziz and 535 

Wong 2010; Jha and Devaya 2008; Yang and Lu 2013). However, this study highlights the 536 

little-known fact that LCA and LFD disincentivize LOI-profits and productivity. Therefore, to 537 

improve productivity, construction firms’ managers need to carefully consider the 538 

appropriateness of embarking on overseas expansion in good times. 539 

High LRC has a positive impact on LOI-TFP and LOI-profits, but the scaling effect on 540 

LOI-TFP diminishes when the level of LOI increases. In considering multi-industries and 541 
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multi-country datasets, Tan and Chintakananda (2016) show that the level of regulatory 542 

enforcement has a positive impact on LOI-profits – hence, investment allocation can be more 543 

effective. As (Na et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2015) point out in the management engineering 544 

literature, regulatory control has an important impact on PPP (Public-Private Partnership) 545 

construction project delivery and innovation. However, the ways LRC can improve LOI-firm 546 

performance are very limited. Therefore, in developing economies, it is crucial to have strong 547 

LRC in the market, where managers make due-diligence internationalization decisions, which 548 

thus improves firm performance. By having a higher LRC, managers could improve the use of 549 

technology and resource allocation associated with TSME. 550 

Medium to high LPCF negatively affects LOI-TFP. Increasing LPCF means the 551 

government decreasing price control. In this case, TSME is affected. Compared to previous 552 

research, this study demonstrates that government price control’s unknown effect could affect 553 

the strategy’s impact on firm performance. In general, increased price control distorts the 554 

market (Chortareas et al. 2013): it distorts the price of capital, labor, materials, and energy, 555 

which may affect resource allocation because the artificially low price may result in the 556 

inefficient use of inputs (Ouyang and Sun 2015). However, for internationalization, changes 557 

from low to medium/high LPCF affect firm performance because managers need to make 558 

appropriate adjustments and find less well-known alternatives. It is because construction firms 559 

might be used to the artificially low-price scenario. Therefore, it is difficult for construction 560 

firms to apply technology, or adjust the allocation of inputs and outputs, based on it being 561 

detrimental to TSME. 562 

This study improves previous works of Wang et al. (2020), Jang et al. (2019) and Horta 563 

et al. (2016). This study shows that, at any given level of LOI, a high level of FOC provides 564 

higher TFP but does not affect profitability. Here, profit is not affected because family-owned 565 

construction firms may embark on internationalization during a downturn when domestic 566 
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projects' supply has dried up (Lee et al. 2016a). Therefore, a high FOC is needed for the 567 

success of the foreign expansion of Malaysian construction firms. The result also reveals that 568 

the impact of FOC on TFP is associated with improvements in ME. This study confirms 569 

family firms being better positioned to resolve the coordination problem regarding the 570 

allocation of inputs and outputs in relation to LOI. That the increasing level of GLCC is 571 

detrimental to LOI at all levels provides an improvement on Wang et al.’s (2020) study of 572 

Chinese State-Owned construction firms. At the same time, the present study finds that the 573 

increase in GLCC is associated with scale inefficiency when venturing into LOI. Therefore, 574 

the increase in size of inputs did not result in the expected increase in size of outputs. It has 575 

been speculated that collective action was high in family firms (Estrin and Prevezer 2011) – 576 

the family’s social capital of collective action being necessary to catalyze internally generated 577 

R&D in South Korea (Jin and Park 2015).  578 

That the GLCC is detrimental to LOI-TFP shows that state-owned management is 579 

embedded with conflicting informal norms that act against formal business objectives (Van 580 

Essen et al. 2012). In this case, the internationalization strategy is maneuvered less because of 581 

productivity reasons but more often for the national image, social goals, and personal agendas 582 

. However, internationalization is not detrimental to profit because of the “influence rent” 583 

mechanism. In this case, a special tie with the government may resolve problematic endeavors 584 

through government-to-government channels that may help government firms in the foreign 585 

market (Ahuja and Yayavaram 2011). Most Malaysian construction firms operate in the 586 

markets of other developing economies. For some countries with a coordinated market 587 

economy, such as Malaysia, it is still debatable whether government-owned firms perform 588 

better in competitive markets (Bruton et al. 2015). However, in Malaysia’s case, the result 589 

may indicate that government-owned firms are not productive in internationalization.  590 
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Conclusion 591 

The results indicate that an increasing level of LOI was detrimental to both TFP and 592 

profitability during Malaysia’s pre-transition phase but negligible during the post-transition 593 

phase − possibly because of the improved level of LRC and high level of FOC at that time. 594 

Primarily, the increased level of LOI is associated with scale inefficiency. In this case, 595 

managers have difficulty managing the size of inputs (outputs) because of a lack of contextual 596 

knowledge of the host country involved. 597 

That the moderating effect of LCA and LFD negatively impacts LOI-TFP due to going 598 

against the market, affecting how managers mix inputs/outputs efficiently. The increasing 599 

level of LRC improved TFP, profits, and ME, and was at the highest level during the post-600 

transition phase. High LPCF negatively impacted LOI as it is affected by TSME. Sudden 601 

changes in price that had been artificially reduced made it difficult for managers to find an 602 

alternative or adjust inputs and outputs when market-level prices kicked in because inputs or 603 

outputs were usually highly subsidized.  604 

The increase in FOC had a positive impact on LOI-TFP and ME, and was at the highest 605 

level during the post-transition phase. Managers in family firms could adjust their mix of 606 

inputs/outputs more efficiently. The increase of GLCC was detrimental to LOI because it is 607 

associated with scale inefficiency. In this case, managers would have difficulty in adjusting 608 

the size of inputs/outputs due to such non-market arrangements as political, social, and 609 

personal reasons.  610 

It is recommended that enhancing LRC policies may positively affect firm performance 611 

in the context of internationalization because such policies improve the decision-making 612 

process in terms of governance – in this case, project feasibility and risk undertaking through 613 

good governance practice. Managers need to be very careful when deciding on 614 

internationalization during high LCA and LFD periods, as these may distort decisions because 615 
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of the benefits from the favorable domestic market. Managers need to consider the host 616 

country context to reduce home-country price distortion affecting resource allocation. 617 

Government-owned firms are also recommended not to pursue internationalization because of 618 

the detrimental effects on firm performance of underlying political, personal, and national 619 

objectivity of politicians/managers. However, there is a high chance of family ownerships 620 

(private initiatives) succeeding in internationalization because they are already pro-market 621 

with positive informal traits. 622 

This study’s critical result is to determine the optimal LOI levels and how firm 623 

performance could be affected during different institutional environments; it is the first to 624 

address the TID and TOC’s interaction effect on LOI-firm performance in the construction 625 

industry; and it is the first to show which efficiency component can be improved and could 626 

hold the key to improving construction industry TFP. These new findings contribute to the 627 

management in engineering domain by understanding whether institutional environments 628 

changes affect construction firm performance. From a practical viewpoint, finding that 629 

changes in TID and TOC are essential factors affecting the construction firm performance will 630 

help in forming a model to help managers and policymakers strengthen their decisions.  631 

The study is limited in that LOI is measured here based on financial statement 632 

international revenues only and are not divided into construction-related and non-construction 633 

revenues; no account is made of the time-lagged effect, as the impact of policies usually 634 

occurs sometime later; and the model applies specifically to the Malaysian construction 635 

industry. Hence, future research would benefit from analyzing a broader set of data, 636 

incorporating time-lagged variables, and replicating the work in other countries and 637 

industries.  638 
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TABLES 804 

Table 1. F-PI TFP and its efficiency components (O’Donnell 2012) 805 

Term Definition 
Technological 
index (TFP*) 

The technological level at a time that enveloped the production function of all firms  

Technical 
efficiency (TE) 

The ratio of observed TFP to the maximum TFP while holding the outputs (inputs) mix 
fixed and the inputs (outputs) level fixed. This indicates how well a manager (firm) used 
technology 

Mix efficiency 
(ME)  

The ratio between TFP at a technically efficient point to the TFP is possible by holding 
the level of inputs (outputs) fixed but allowing the level of outputs (inputs) and mix to 
vary. It indicates how well a manager (firm) mixes inputs (outputs) 

Scale-mix 
efficiency (SME) 

Measures movements around the frontier surface on the unrestricted frontier. This 
indicates how well a manager (firm) changes the size of inputs (outputs) and mixing 
inputs (outputs) 

Residual scale 
efficiency (RSE) 

The ratio of the unrestricted quantity of output (input) measures from the highest TFP on 
the unrestricted frontier. This indicates how well a manager (firm) changes the size of 
inputs (outputs)  

 806 

Table 2. Variables in the estimation models 807 
Variable  Measure/proxy  Type of variable Source of data 

Firm performance EROA/TFP and TFP’s 
efficiency components 

Observed Measured from firm 
financial data 

Lagged firm 
performance 

Past year EROA/TFP and its 
components 

Controlled 
  

Measured from firm 
financial data 

Firm size Natural log (LN) total sales in 
MYR 

 

Age LN Age of the firm in years  
Leverage Total debt/total assets   
Type of firm  1 = specialist firm or general 

contractor = 0 
 

Capital intensity Capital/total sales  
Product diversification 
(PD) 

Jacquemin-Berry entropy   

Time-variant effects Year dummies Controlled Year dummies 
Level of 
internationalization (in 
linear and non-linear that 
includes square and 
cubic terms) 

Excess foreign sales to total 
sales  

Main effect Measured from firm 
financial data 

Level of capital 
availability (LCA) 

PCA’s component scores 
 

Moderation of TID 
 

Estimated standardized 
predicted value from 

PCA. Constructed from 
various business and 

economic indices (see 
measuring institutional 

dimensions) 

Level of regulatory 
control (LRC)  
Level of foreign debt 
(LFD)  
Level of price control 
freedom (LPCF)  
FOC Ownership’s concentration Moderation of TOC 

 
Measured from firm 

financial data GLCC 
 808 

 809 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics 810 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EROA -0.012 0.250 -4.765 3.612 
TFP 0.330 0.108 0.006 1.140 
TE 0.792 0.201 0.092 1.000 
ME 0.748 0.207 0.038 1.000 
RSE 0.651 0.168 0.064 1.000 
Firm size  12.538 1.214 7.474 15.897 
Age 28.336 11.535 4.000 65.000 
Leverage 0.245 0.210 0.000 3.128 
Capital intensity 0.041 0.177 0.000 3.936 
PD 0.665 0.408 0.000 1.805 
LOI 0.073 0.151 -0.177 0.903 
FOC 0.371 0.161 0.045 0.996 
GLCC 0.429 0.179 0.102 0.710 
LCA 1.764 2.537 -2.671 4.667 
LRC -1.313 1.517 -3.190 1.816 
LFD 0.718 1.497 -1.050 4.272 
LPCF 0.674 1.172 -1.349 2.302 

 811 
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Table 4. GMM estimation results 812 
Model Observed Variable β coefficient t statistic Obs. R2 HTO’s p-

value 
HTE’s p-

value Year/Phase 

A1 TFP LOI2 -0.398* -1.810 790 0.196 0.158 0.093 2003-2016 

A2 EROA LOI2 -0.504** -2.061 809 0.091 0.131 0.275  

B1 TFP LOI3 -1.377** -2.348 345 0.198 0.116 0.224 2003-2009α 

B2 EROA LOI3 -4.452*** -3.645 351 0.203 0.231 0.182  

C1 TFP LOI -0.072 -0.409 388 0.097 0.297 0.445 2010-2016β 
C2 EROA LOI 0.074 0.188 398 0.024 0.301 0.479  
D1 TFP LOI × LCA -0.084*** -2.761 790 0.264 0.179 0.299 2003-2016 
D2 EROA LOI2 × LCA3 0.007* 1.868 809 0.099 0.705 0.427 (TID) 
E1 TFP LOI × LFD2 -0.011** -2.461 790 0.230 0.350 0.392  
E2 EROA LOI × LFD 0.047 1.238 809 0.091 0.612 0.433  
F1 TFP LOI × LRC3 -0.011** -2.478 790 0.259 0.154 0.159  
F2 EROA LOI2 × LRC3 0.033* 1.752 809 0.089 0.647 0.267  
G1 TFP LOI3 × LPCF2 -0.265** -2.265 790 0.237 0.172 0.263  
G2 EROA LOI × LPCF 0.067 0.632 809 0.093 0.507 0.265  
H1 TFP LOI × FOC 1.161* 1.877 790 0.250 0.188 0.184 2003-2016 

H2 EROA LOI × FOC 0.185 0.100 809 0.092 0.439 0.236 (TOC) 
I1 TFP LOI × GLCC -2.145* -1.794 790 0.328 0.114 0.130  

I2 EROA LOI × GLCC -1.368 -0.400 809 0.089 0.816 0.640  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, Obs. denotes observation, R2 is R-squared, α is pre-transition phase, β is post-transition phase, HTO is Hansen’s test of over 813 
identification and HTE is Hansen’s test of exogeneity.  814 
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Table 5. Principal components and correlation (varimax rotation) 815 
Component Variance Difference Proportion Total variance 

explained Summary 

1 10.074 3.397 0.360 0.360 221 
2 6.677 2.753 0.239 0.598 42 
3 3.924 1.446 0.140 0.738 283 
4 2.478 0.000 0.089 0.827 0.8274 

*Cumulative, 1 Number of observations, 2 Number of components, 3 Trace, and 4 Rho 816 

  817 
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APPENDIX 818 

Generalized Method of Moments 819 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∝ +𝐵𝐵1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝐵𝐵2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵3𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵4𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    (1) 820 

∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝛽𝛽1∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝛽𝛽2∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3∆𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽4∆𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + ∆𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   (2) 821 

1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, 𝜃𝜃)𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1  = 0 solve for 𝜃𝜃       (3) 822 

𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁(𝜃𝜃) = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝜃𝜃)𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

′ 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁
1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝜃𝜃)𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1      (4) 823 

𝐸𝐸�𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1,𝑖𝑖−2,..� = 0        (5) 824 

𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁(𝜃𝜃) =
1
𝑁𝑁
� 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝜃𝜃)

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
= 825 

1
𝑁𝑁
∑

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

(∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3∆𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4∆𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
⋮

(∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3∆𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4∆𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−2
⋮

(∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3∆𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4∆𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1
⋮

(∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3∆𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4∆𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−2
⋮

(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ ∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
⋮

(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ ∆𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1
⋮

(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ ∆𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
⋮

(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝛽𝛽1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽3𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛽𝛽4𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ⋅ ∆𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

   (6) 826 

where 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁(𝜃𝜃) ≈ 0 827 

 828 

Excess Foreign Sales to Total Sales 829 

𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹 =  𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹      (7) 830 

FSTS= ∑ 𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔𝐹𝐹 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖=1 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖

𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏
         (8) 831 

for the ith firm segment within the bth firm. 832 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹 = ∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏

𝐽𝐽
𝑖𝑖=1 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝑘𝑘=1     (9) 833 
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F-PI Total Factor Productivity  834 

The index was first discussed in Färe and Primont (1995). Then the firm’s TFP is 835 

 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≡
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

 (10) 836 

where 837 

 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑄𝑄(𝑞𝑞) = 𝐷𝐷0(�̅�𝑥, 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖, 𝐼𝐼) (11) 838 

 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞�, 𝐼𝐼) (12) 839 

Both (eq.11) and (eq.12) are substituted into (eq.13) which becomes the F-PI TFP in 840 

 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐷𝐷0(�̅�𝑥,𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖)
𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞� ,𝑖𝑖)  (13) 841 

Fig. 7 illustrates the TFP, and its efficiency components based on F-PI. Intuitively, 842 

based on output-orientation, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is slope 0A, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖∗ is slope OE (highest TFP), 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is 843 

slope 0A / slope 0E, 𝑂𝑂𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (Output-oriented technical efficiency) is slope 0A / slope 0C, 844 

𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (Residual output-oriented scale efficiency) is slope 0V / slope 0E, and 𝑂𝑂𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 845 

(Output-oriented mix efficiency) is slope 0C / slope 0V. For input-oriented, 𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (Input-846 

oriented technical efficiency) is slope 0A / slope 0B and 𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (Residual input-oriented scale 847 

efficiency) is slope 0U / slope 0E. 𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (Input-oriented mix efficiency) is slope 0B / slope 848 

0U. Further explanation of the framework can be derived from the work of O’Donnell (2012). 849 

(Insert Fig. 7) 850 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖∗ × 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖      (14) 851 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖∗ × 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖       (15) 852 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖∗ × 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖        (16) 853 

Here, 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 in eq. 15 and 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 in eq. 16 can be further decomposed into, 854 

𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖          (17)  855 

 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖       (18) 856 

 857 
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Profitability 858 

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴 =  𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼 𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴       (19) 859 

𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼′𝐸𝐸 𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴 = ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖

𝐽𝐽
𝑖𝑖=1 ∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖

𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏
        (20) 860 

for the ith firm within the bth firms. 861 

𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼′𝐸𝐸 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼 𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴 = ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖
𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏

𝐽𝐽
𝑖𝑖=1 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝑘𝑘=1      (21) 862 

 863 

Estimation models 864 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  α + 𝐵𝐵1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝐵𝐵2,3…6(𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵7(𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸)𝑖𝑖 +  𝐵𝐵8(𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +865 

𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖     (22) 866 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  α + 𝐵𝐵1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝐵𝐵2,3…6(𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵7 (𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸)𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵8(𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +867 

𝐵𝐵9,10…12(𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷)𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵13(𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖) + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  (23) 868 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  α + 𝐵𝐵1𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝐵𝐵2,3…6(𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵7(𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦𝐹𝐹 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸)𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵8(𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶)𝑖𝑖 +869 

𝐵𝐵9(𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵10,11(𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐵𝐵12(𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖    (24) 870 

 871 

Notation list 872 

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖= exogenous variable  873 

𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 = asset of a firm 874 

𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 = asset of a firm segment 875 

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = endogenous variable 876 

𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹 = slope coefficient 877 

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = predetermined variable 878 

𝐷𝐷0(. ) = output distance functions. 879 

𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼(. ) = input distance functions. 880 
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𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹 = median FSTS for the kth six-digit North American Industry Classification 881 

System (NAICS) industry. Firm i belongs to two-digit NAICS codes. 882 

𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 = revenue from foreign countries 883 

𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = level of internationalization 884 

𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = mix efficiency 885 

𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁 = quantity  886 

𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹 = the median ROA for the kth six-digit NAICS industry. Firm i belongs to the 887 

two-digit NAICS codes.  888 

𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = residual scale efficiency 889 

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 = revenue from a firm 890 

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 = revenue from a firm segment 891 

𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = technical efficiency 892 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖∗ = technological index 893 

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 = type of institutional dimension 894 

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = type of ownership concentration 895 

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = predictor variables 896 

𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁 =  where 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁 =  L by a L weighting matrix (same dimension as the number of moment 897 

conditions) to satisfy the restriction so that 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁(𝜃𝜃) ≈ 0 898 

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = (𝑥𝑥1𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, … , 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) denote the input quantity vectors of firm i in period t for TFP calculation 899 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = dependent variable 900 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 = lagged dependent variable 901 

𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = instrument 902 

𝑞𝑞� = sample means of an output  903 

𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �𝑞𝑞1𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� denote the output quantity vectors of firm 𝐹𝐹 in period 𝐼𝐼. 904 
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�̅�𝑥 = sample means of an input  905 

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 = variables, instruments, and errors  906 

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = errors 907 

FSTS = foreign sales to total sales 908 

ROA = return on assets 909 

𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴 = earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization 910 

𝑄𝑄(𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) = an aggregate output 911 

𝑄𝑄(. ) = output aggregator functions 912 

𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = scale-mix efficiency 913 

𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = technical-scale-mix efficiency 914 

𝑋𝑋(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) = an aggregate input 915 

𝑋𝑋(. ) = output aggregator functions 916 

𝜃𝜃 = the unknown parameter vector of GMM estimator 917 
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Figure Captions  

 

Fig. 1. LOI mean values and confidence interval bars 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Predictive margins of EROA against LOI cubic (2003-2009) and (b) Predictive 

margins of EROA against LOI cubic (2003-2009) 

 

Fig. 3. Type of institutional dimension – principal component score’s standardized predicted 

value 

 

Fig. 4. Type of institutional dimension (TID) based on the principal component score 

(authors’ illustration) 

 

Fig. 5. Predictive margins of different level of moderating effect on LOI-firm performance – 

(a) and (b), LRC (c) FOC, and (d) GLCC 

 

Fig. 6. Level of FOC (a) and GLCC (b) mean values with confidence interval bars (2003 

2016) 

 

Fig. 7. Output- and input-oriented measures of efficiency for multiple-input multiple output 

firms (adapted from O’Donnell 2012) 
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Fig. 1. LOI mean values and confidence interval bars 
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Fig. 2. (a) Predictive margins of EROA against LOI cubic (2003-2009) and (b) Predictive 
margins of EROA against LOI cubic (2003-2009) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3. Type of institutional dimension – principal component score’s standardized predicted value 
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Fig. 4. Type of institutional dimension (TID) based on the principal component score (authors’ 
illustration) 
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Fig. 5. Predictive margins of different level of moderating effect on LOI-firm performance – (a) 
and (b), LRC (c) FOC, and (d) GLCC 

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6. Level of FOC (a) and GLCC (b) mean values with confidence interval bars (2003-2016) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 7. Output- and input-oriented measures of efficiency for multiple-input multiple-output firms 

(adapted from O’Donnell 2012) 
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